
A Decentralized Esports Project



Understanding eSports Industry



ESPORTS LIVESTREAMING HAS MADE IT POSSIBLE TO VIEW OTHER
PEOPLE'S GAMEPLAY, EVEN IF THEY LIVE ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
WORLD.



Further, with increasing player

wages and expanding the

esports market, introducing

new sponsors is critical for

future commercial success. As

the esports market matures in

the coming years, the revenue

generation opportunities

would also increase.



The eSports industry has grown massively in the

past decade and shows no signs of slowing

down.

According to Statista, earlier this year, the global

eSports industry was valued at just under $1

billion, estimating that it will reach $1.6 billion by

2023. Statista predicts massive 300 million

frequent viewers of eSports worldwide in just

another three years. Showing just how much the

eSports industry is expected to grow in the

coming years—opening up a new market for more

job opportunities.

eSports is not only profitable as an entire industry

but opens up plenty of opportunities for

individuals to make vast sums of money. 



TOP ESPORTS GAMES CONTRIBUTED 
$922 MILLION USD IN YEAR 2020



Plenty of the top players have earned upwards of $5
million, with these numbers only expected to continue
growing in coming years. With a total global audience of
495 million already as of this year, a year-on-year growth
of 11.7%.

The majority of the eSport revenue comes from
sponsorship and advertising. This year, $990.4 million,
nearly three-quarters of the total market, in revenues will
come from media rights and sponsorship.

The increasing popularity of video games and growing
awareness about esports drives the growth of the esports
market.

Below is a list of top players who made a decent amount
of USD by playing different tournaments and esports
league matches.









BECOME A KOHIMA CONTENT
CREATOR.



The eSports industry is booming and if you have the skills,
becoming an eSports gamer is an excellent way for you to
start earning! The prize pools for some global
competitions like Data 2 International have reached over
$25 million. 

eSport tournaments will have a prize pool. The better a
pro gaming team does in the match, the more money
they’ll take home. Not something to be sniffed at and
worth trying to get a piece of.

Most of their income comes from sponsorship, promoting,
and selling gaming items for both streamers and pro
teams. These can be anything from eSports drinks to
jerseys and t-shirts, or even much pricier gaming
keyboards and chairs.

However, the big leagues aren’t the only way to make
money in eSports. If you think your skills are better suited
to entertaining people online while gaming than playing
at a competitive level, you may find you’ll have a better
chance of making money streaming.
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Creator.

BACKGROUND REQUIREMENT

- Must have some vlogging experience
- Should have played some top games. 
- Should have a youtube, twitch and some kind
of following on social media.
- Your content will be posted on Kohima
Gaming Platform.

REWARDS

Can earn up to $10,000-$20,000 Worth of KHM
Tokens every month and some incentives as
well.



Sponsorships
and Direct
Advertisements

Content Creation



Sponsorships and Direct Advertisements
Esports is a lucrative business wherein sponsorship and direct advertisement
contributes considerable value to the market.





In recent years, sponsorship has witnessed a vast
increase, bringing a whole new dimension to the
concept of professional gaming.

Sponsorship and direct advertisement offer the brand
owners various opportunities to directly reach the
game fans in an event. Booths, video displays,
posters, freebies, interactive advertising, and many
other creative methods facilitate this reach.

On ground sponsoring is cheaper than an online
advertisement and tends to be influential, especially
for companies offering products and services directly
related to gaming.



Most eSports teams make the majority of their
revenue from sponsorships, advertising, and
promotions.

Sponsorship and direct advertisement offer the brand
owners various opportunities to directly reach the
game fans in an event. Booths, video displays,
posters, freebies, interactive advertising, and many
other creative methods facilitate this reach. 

On ground sponsoring is cheaper than an online
advertisement and tends to be influential, especially
for companies offering products and services directly
related to gaming.



Kohima will be debuting as an "online sponsor and
organizer of esports tournaments." It will bring more
awareness to the Kohima project and generate revenue
for our gaming platform.

KHM token will be the center point of all activities as the
rewards are distributed in the form of KHM tokens,
sponsorship deals, and tournament prize money shall be
distributed in KHM tokens. 

Kohima will give the whole esports industry a
decentralized way to do sponsorships and esports
activities on the ethereum blockchain.

KOHIMA INTRODUCES 
DECENTRALIZED
SPONSORSHIP IN ESPORTS
WORLD  



Step 1

By doing sponsorships, the Kohima gaming
website/platform will get a massive amount of
web traffic.

Sponsorship

UNDERSTANDING
KOHIMA'S BUSINESS MODEL

Step 2

Content is king, and unique and fresh gaming
content will bring followership and viewership
towards the Kohima gaming platform. 

Content Generation

Step 3

Kohima will generate eCommerce sales through
selling unique merchandise like T-shirts, gaming
keyboards and accessories, gaming chairs, and
100+ gaming items and digital collectibles, all
through the KHM token.

Revenue



Step 1: Sponsorship

Why we need it?

With more than a billion viewership in the world of esports, it's a wild
jungle out there for sponsors. Sponsorship can bring many benefits to
a brand; firstly, they drive massive traffic if the brand has a web-
property; additionally, it drives an enormous sales amount if it has the
right product. 

Sponsorships alone have generated more than 670 million USD
revenue in the year 2020. Kohima will be utilizing this channel to
generate web traffic, drive merchandise sales (ecom) and
advertisement sales.



Step 2: Content
Generation

Why we need it?

Fresh and unique content is always rewarded with higher rankings in
google and other search engines. Kohima content creators will get
rewarded a certain amount of KHM tokens to create some amazing
content published on our gaming website. 

This will attract a lot of web traffic, which can be monetized in multiple
ways, one of that is eCommerce sales of the branded T-shirts and
other in-store merchandise, which can be purchased only through
KHM tokens.



Step 3: Revenue

How?

Online game ads are also a significant part of the Kohima revenue
model; once we have enough web traffic, we can become a premium
ad publisher in google and other ad networks. Our inventory will be
only available for well-known brands deep pockets.

The revenue stream for every business is essential same goes for
Kohima; we are in a billion-dollar niche. If we can grab only a 0.5%
share of this industry, that will make us a decent amount of USD every
month. We can then use these funds to buy back KHM tokens, build
more products and sponsor more events.



HIGH FARMING REWARDS

Cryptocurrency investors who know
how to do yield farm can benefit from
the high initial APY (15,000%) and farm
more KHM tokens. They can either sell
them or hold them for future use.

Reward halving every two weeks will
make the KHM token more deflationary
and increase its price. It's the same as
the bitcoin halving event that occurs
every 4-5 years.

PRICE APPRECIATION

Gamers create content, and viewers
need to have a certain amount of KHM
tokens to access the digital content,
which will bring more buying pressure
towards the KHM token. The price of
KHM will skyrocket as soon as new
gamers and viewers join the KHM
platform. 

BUY BACKS

Web ads and in-stream ads in the
Kohima gaming platform will bring in
advertising and eCommerce sales; the
profits generated from these sales will
then be used to buy back a certain
amount of KHM tokens from the open
markets.

Opportunity for Early Investors
Early KHM token investors rewarded with an initial 15,000% APY
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TOKENOMICS

Total Supply = 1,000,000 KHM.

Total KHM Supply divided into two parts, each with 500k
allocation.

Allocation #1 – For Gamers and Streamer Rewards.Reserved
Fund for Esports Activities = 500,000 KHM.

All esports activities like reward distributions to gamers and
streamers and tournament bounties are also distributed from
allocation #1.

Allocation #2 – For Marketing & Development, Pre-sale, Yield
Farming, and Team rewards.

Pre-sale allocation = ~35,000 KHM.
1 KHM = 0.01 ETH
1 ETH = 100 KHM
Min Buy = 0.1 ETH
Max Buy = 10 ETH



TOKENOMICS

Uniswap Liquidity Reserve = ~ 65,000 KHM.

Farming Rewards = ~100,000 KHM.

Team Rewards = 100,000 KHM (vested for 5 years)
= 767 KHM/ 2 WEEKS.

Marketing and Development = 2,00,000 (vested for 5 years)
= 1534 KHM/ 2 WEEKS.



CONTACT

US

Telegram: https://t.me/kohimafinance

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/financekohima

Website: https://kohima.finance

Medium: https://kohima.medium.com

Github:

https://github.com/kohimafinance/koh

imafinance

Email: admin@kohima.finance


